RecID Filename
1 AMBUrbn_001 City Park Wide_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
2 AMBUrbn_002 City Park Heavy_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
3 AMBUrbn_003 Residential Deep Air_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
4 AMBUrbn_004 Downtown Heavy Traffic _aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
5 AMBUrbn_005 City Winter Wind_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
6 AMBUrbn_006 Suburban Cold Air_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
7 AMBUrbn_007 Downtown Wind In Flagpoles_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
8 AMBUrbn_008 Downtown Diffuse Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
9 AMBUrbn_009 Noisy Side Street_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
10 AMBUrbn_010 Noisy Side Street Siren_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
11 AMBUrbn_011 Wide City Square Rumble_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
12 AMBUrbn_012 Suburban Night Insects_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
13 AMBUrbn_013 Suburban Wet Distant Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
14 AMBUrbn_014 Suburban Deep Air Distant Traffic Planes_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
15 AMBUrbn_015 Suburban Deep Air Distant Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
16 AMBUrbn_016 Distant Airy Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
17 AMBUrbn_017 Wet City Light Wind_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
18 AMBUrbn_018 Quiet Residential Street_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
19 AMBUrbn_019 Rail Yard Distant Dog_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
20 AMBUrbn_020 Industrial Rail Yard_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
21 AMBUrbn_021 Wasteland Electrical Transformer_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
22 AMBUrbn_022 Suburban Wide Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
23 AMBUrbn_023 Suburban Distant Road_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
24 AMBUrbn_024 Empty Parking Lot_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
25 AMBUrbn_025 Wet City Diffuse Traffic_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
26 AMBUrbn_026 Downtown Rooftop_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
27 AMBUrbn_027 Urban Skyline Distant Highway_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
28 AMBUrbn_028 Urban Skyline Distant Highway_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
29 AMBUrbn_029 Airy Suburban Wide_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
30 AMBUrbn_030 City Rain Very Wet_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
31 AMBUrbn_031 Small Town Distant Road_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
32 AMBUrbn_032 City Park Winter Air_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav
33 AMBUrbn_033 Industrial Factory Rumble_aXL_UrbanAir.L.wav

Description
city park, deep rumble, continuous roar from distant traffic, resonating voices
city park, airy wash from distant traffic, faint HVAC hum
residential area, suburban, very distant city roar, quiet, airy
downtown traffic, nearby highway entrance, noisy, constant flow of vehicles
urban wind, bad weather, airy, breeze, a few gusts in microphones, deserted street, distant noises
cold, windy, suburban, remote, deserted open street, quiet
downtown, echoey, light traffic resonating on high buildings, metallic impacts reverberating on walls, distant flagpole, harbor
downtown, mid distant traffic, diffuse, faint dog barks in the distance, light birds, airy urban wash
side street, heavy diffuse traffic nearby, break squeals, noisy
side street, deep city rumble, diffuse traffic in the distance, short ambulance siren wailer, distant motorcycles
city square, wide, continuos roar from distant traffic, police siren echoing, quiet, deep urban rumble
suburban, small town, quiet night, insects, crickets, very distant traffic, calm, peaceful
after rain, wet city, damp, humid, water dripping from nearby roof, distant traffic, airy
suburban, small town, very distant traffic roar, high altitude plane rumble, airy wind like presence, deserted, abandoned
suburban, small town, very distant traffic roar, high altitude plane rumble, airy wind like presence, deserted, abandoned
downtown, heavy mid distant traffic, open, constant flow of vehicles
damp city, suburban, calm, diffuse traffic wash, airy, light wind, humid,
side street, residential area, suburban, quiet, calm, distant city wash
industrial, rail yard, very distant highway, constant roar, dog having an existential crisis
industrial, rail yard, distant highway, rail switches noises, faint birds
industrial, wasteland, distant city, subway train in the distance, loud high frequency buzz, electrical transformer
suburban, industrial, deep rumble, evolving urban ambience, winter, wide
suburban, valley, echoing traffic on very distant road, distant works, jackhammer, insects
city parking lot, airy, light wind in trees, quiet
light rain, wet city, damp, humid, side street, diffuse passes bys echoing in the distance
downtown traffic, rooftop, heavy traffic, wide, echoey, motorcycles
downtown traffic, rooftop, heavy traffic, wide, echoey
downtown traffic, rooftop, heavy traffic, wide, echoey, insects, crickets
suburban, very distant traffic, airy, wind like ambience, quiet, engines resonating in the distance
after or whilst rain, wet city, damp, humid, water dripping from nearby roof, airy
suburban, small town, very distant traffic, deep rumble, light wind, nice resonating motorcycle
city park, downtown, very diffuse traffic, wide, continuous roar, airy, cold
industrial, distant highway, factory rumble and light activity, faint beeps, windy

Duration
03:40.794
05:22.250
04:10.666
06:49.754
03:59.637
04:01.536
04:24.879
02:35.584
03:08.245
02:30.319
04:43.818
06:19.221
03:33.589
04:36.373
05:05.493
04:14.026
03:07.562
04:01.919
03:31.989
03:33.247
08:14.570
06:02.437
04:17.072
03:08.927
05:37.866
04:34.384
05:09.386
04:52.693
03:29.365
03:08.927
06:10.944
03:53.594
04:32.085

